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Christmas 2018
Dear friends,
One of the most exciting times at CCBR is when the
end-of-year reports are being compiled. While I have
the privilege of sharing regularly what is being done
across the country, the Christmas newsletter is special
in that it provides a complete picture of what your
support has accomplished this year. We hope you’ll
be as encouraged as we are!

This main project for street outreach continues
to effectively reach foot traffic, high schools, and
colleges in Ontario and Alberta, resulting in countless
conversations with a tremendous impact.

A year in review

The trucks operate in Toronto, Vancouver, and
Calgary, and were outfitted with new, updated
signage. A call-in line displayed on the trucks allows
us to respond to those with further questions. As
a result, we’ve had the secondary opportunity to
change people’s positions on abortion or minister to
those already affected by abortion.

One of the primary goals for 2018 was to bring the
pro-life message to people and places that had
never been exposed to it before. To accommodate
this, several new internships were launched, including
the Calgary-based program that had teams traveling
across Western Canada to establish activism groups
and start pro-life work.

•

•

CCBR had 53 staff and interns in 2018. Collectively, we
reached just over 4 million views of abortion victim
photography across the country, with hundreds of
thousands of those constituting new views.

Truth Trucks: on the road for 600 hours, reaching
hundreds of thousands of commuters.

Abortion Awareness Project: set up on four different
campuses, with 8,000 educational pamphlets
distributed to university students.

The projects that make it possible
•

“Choice” Chain: utilized 473 times, totaling over
700 hours of public outreach.

▲ Staff member Devorah Gilman during campus
outreach in Florida
This project constituted 56 man-hours with 40 young
people debating on campus after being trained in prolife apologetics.

▲ Staff member Jeremy Hooghiem in conversation at
Ryerson University, Toronto
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•

Roadside Banner Project: displayed 109 times,
reaching hundreds of thousands of commuters in
Alberta and the Greater Toronto Area.

•

Post-carding: staff and interns hand-delivered
288,872 postcards door-to-door in several
provinces.
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unaware of what is going on, and very receptive to the
pro-life message. We hope to expand this project to an
entire department of the organization working to cover
major cities neighbourhood by neighbourhood.
•

Speaking: 225 presentations in Canada, the US,
and the Netherlands to 21,411 people.

▲ Summer interns Nicole and Conrad delivering
postcards in Calgary
As you may recall from A Statistical Analysis, the study
of our projects done by Dr. Jacqueline Abernathy of
Tarleton University, over 65% of people who see a
photo of an aborted baby feel more negatively about
abortion as a direct result of what they saw.
•

Door-knocking: 2,874 households in Ontario,
Manitoba, and Alberta.

▲ Speaking to students in the Netherlands for the 5th
year in a row
As CCBR’s reach has grown, our apologetics
training as well as our pro-life strategy training have
significantly grown in demand, which has contributed
to this exponential growth.
Justin Trudeau and CCBR
Our organization has increasingly attracted the
attention of the prime minister and the Liberal Party of
Canada. In January, Justin Trudeau singled out CCBR
for specific condemnation at a speech he made at a
townhall meeting, citing his opposition to our outreach.
On March 1, four Liberal Members of Parliament rose
in the House of Commons to read and condemn a
column our communications director wrote. On April
27, Liberals also condemned CCBR in Parliament,
and did so again on June 13. We are encouraged by
the fact that the party most dedicated to supporting
abortion is noticing CCBR’s growing reach and
considers it threatening enough to condemn it.
Community groups take charge

▲ Summer interns Adrianna, Naomi, and Jannissa
door-knocking in Toronto
A lot of work has gone into perfecting this project,
which involves teams going from door to door with
literature translated into several languages and having
conversations and changing people’s minds on the
doorstep. 80% of Canadians are not aware of the
status quo regarding abortion in Canada, but we’ve
discovered that many new Canadians are totally

An exciting, upward trend involves staffers working
with and providing support to existing pro-life
groups in Niagara, Toronto, Ottawa, Oxford County,
London, Hamilton, Waterloo, Kelowna, Victoria,
Courtenay-Comox, Smithers, Red Deer, Edmonton,
Edson, Neerlandia, and Athabasca. CCBR also
had the privilege of training leaders and recruits in
Chilliwack, Charlottetown, Kamloops, and Grand
Rapids (Michigan, USA).
Additionally, new leaders and groups have started
this year. An activism group has now begun in Guelph,

and Windsor Against Abortion will adopt CCBR’s
strategy under the direction of a former CCBR intern.

The legal defense of the pro-life message
Over the past year Carol Crosson, the constitutional
lawyer we retain, has been able to provide legal
advice and/or representation to nine separate pro-life
organizations, three campus groups, three community
groups, as well as five individuals. This incredible
legal work has spanned four different provinces.
Carol has also been instrumental for CCBR’s Manitoba
Initiative to ensure pro-lifers’ rights are respected and
by-laws in the various jurisdictions followed, as staffer
Kyle Coffey has begun activism in new communities
within that province.
Reflecting on your generosity and looking ahead

▲ Summer staffer Kerri-Ann Brouwer (middle) doing
activism with Niagara Against Abortion
Making a difference online
CCBR is currently overhauling its online presence due
to high demand for our pro-life training videos. In
2019, we hope to have an entirely new website and
resource centre for pro-lifers in Canada and around
the world.
This year, the blog featured a wide range of informative
series on bioethical issues, while The Bridgehead, our
social commentary site and podcast, reached over
a million people, with the social media reach far
exceeding that.
Making a difference in print
The three books published since 2016—The Culture
War, A Guide to Discussing Assisted Suicide, and
Seeing is Believing: Why Our Culture must Face
the Victims of Abortion—have done incredibly well
this year.
The Culture War will soon reach the status of a
nonfiction bestseller by Canadian standards and
has sold thousands of copies in fourteen countries.
Leaders of national pro-life groups in the Republic of
Ireland, Northern Ireland, and several other countries
are using Seeing is Believing to improve their work in
defense of life.
The apologetics guide on euthanasia is now distributed
by Canadian Physicians for Life, which also hosted
the Guide’s co-authors, Jonathon Van Maren and
Blaise Alleyne, to provide training sessions at its
national conferences.

Several more staff members have already been
hired and are fundraising to begin working in 2019,
one of them a young woman with a master’s degree
in psychology who took our four-month internship
in 2015. We hope to introduce them to you in the
new year!
As the pro-life movement grows, so does every area
of the work being done on your behalf. Every day
on the streets is filled with testimonies of changed
hearts because of your faithful support and prayer
that continue to be blessed. The impact isn’t for
one day, month, or year. When the lives of precious
children are preserved and parents are saved from
the pain of abortion, the impact lasts even longer
than a lifetime.
That’s why we thank you for joining with us in this
battle and for being such a vital part of the future of
pre-born children! Thank you for taking a stand in
a time where it may cost more than our dollars to
be pro-life. Amidst attacks from many sides, we
deeply appreciate knowing that your support is
behind us.
There is every reason to be grateful when we look
at the year that is almost passed and to be hopeful
when we look at the year that, Lord willing, is ahead.
My colleagues and I wish you the very best for
Christmas and 2019!
Warm regards,

Maaike Rosendal
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